Walking down the corridors of the Main Building and glancing at the Honour Boards for the Editors-in-Chief of The Doon School Weekly that adorn its walls, pushes me into this vortex of inexplicable fear. It is hard to believe that so many prolific writers and distinguished personalities began their path to success from here. Being clubbed with so many people who have made their careers illustrious is daunting. I ask myself: will I be able to live up to the legacy that has been passed on to me? I am still floundering for the answer. Maybe it is one of those questions that just can’t be answered, and that is why the question persists in my mind. Fyodor Dostoevsky said, “There is no subject so old that something new cannot be said about it”. The Doon School Weekly thrives on ideas and their expression. It, therefore, only makes sense that the Weekly would form the stepping stone for many to hone their talents.

Seventy-one years have passed – a lot has changed, and much has remained the same. The Doon School Weekly continues to be the flagship publication of the School, it continues to serve as a platform for creativity and a forum to voice your opinion. The Weekly has, since the time of its inception, reflected the personalities of the people that make it happen. Yet, its essence remains undistorted. It is a statement of what we, as a team, can produce. It sounds a bit pompous, but that is putting our competence. It is a statement of what we, as a team, can produce. It sounds a bit pompous, but that is putting our competence.

On Your Marks...

Uday Shriram and Arnav Sahu report on the recently concluded Inter-House Athletics Competition

This year’s athletics competition marked a higher standard of performance among the athletes of all houses. Having its highs and lows, the 72nd Inter-House Athletics Competition was a fitting conclusion to the term’s sporting activities. Finding new talent and polishing the old has been the trademark of this year’s competition.

The success of this meet has largely been due to mass support and participation from the School community.

Marching kicked off this year’s meet with a show of colour from all the Houses after months of hard work, perseverance and dedication. Maintaining a high morale, and more importantly, a focused mind, Dilshad Singh Sidhu, the School Athletics Captain led the School by example. The Chief Guest, DIG Ashok Kumar, inaugurated the meet by encouraging all the budding athletes.

The first day witnessed exhilarating heats in the 400m and 200m categories, with the runners seemingly whizzing by in the blink of an eye. Being conducted simultaneously, were the various field events with Aryaman Sengar winning, and performing spectacularly in the throws. The rest of the days showcased athletes like Ambar Sidhwani, who was evidently in top form in the 100m and 200m races and Amit Gupta, who excelled in the Triple Jump event, Broad Jump and Discus in the mediums category. It was heartening to see the results of the hard work put in by juniors like Tushar Gupta, Udai Bothra, Lakshit Joshi and Aditya Gupta. Kashmir House clinched the Junior Cup by a respectable margin.

The first day witnessed exhilarating heats in the 400m and 200m categories, with the runners seemingly whizzing by in the blink of an eye. Being conducted simultaneously, were the various field events with Aryaman Sengar winning, and performing spectacularly in the throws. The rest of the days showcased athletes like Ambar Sidhwani, who was evidently in top form in the 100m and 200m races and Amit Gupta, who excelled in the Triple Jump event, Broad Jump and Discus in the mediums category. It was heartening to see the results of the hard work put in by juniors like Tushar Gupta, Udai Bothra, Lakshit Joshi and Aditya Gupta. Kashmir House clinched the Junior Cup by a respectable margin.

The gruelling pentathlon had Aryaman Sengar, yet again proving his mettle, with the enthusiastic Anant Jangwal following. On the hurdles front, felling all obstacles, Pratham Mittal emerged winner, snatching away the gold medal. The success of this meet has largely been due to mass support and participation from the School community.
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We welcome Jacques de Villiers, a student from The Bridgehouse School, South Africa, who is visiting School on a student exchange programme. We wish him a pleasant stay at Doon.

**QUIZZICAL**

The results of the *Inter-House Quiz Competition* held in the MPH on Saturday, October 27, are:

1st: Kashmir House (represented by Ashish Mitter, Rohan Mehra and Dhruv Gupta)
2nd: Tata House (represented by Chinnay Sharma, Angad Singh and Gurbaz Sidhu)
3rd: Jaipur House (represented by Skand Goel, Kaustubh Verma and Mansher Dhillon)
4th: Hyderabad House (represented by Eeshaan Tiwari, Armaan Malhotra and Shaleen Chikara)
5th: Oberoi House (represented by Saurabh Tiwari, Manav Bhatia and Shrey Gaurishankar)

*WELCOME*

We welcome Jacques de Villiers, a student from The Bridgehouse School, South Africa, who is visiting School on a student exchange programme. We wish him a pleasant stay at Doon.

*SERVING SOCIETY*

Ramakrishna Pappu and Surya Deo, escorted by MCJ, represented the School in the 'Citizens Learning and Action Programme', held at The Sanskriti School, Delhi. They won a cash prize of five thousand rupees, which they have contributed to the social service project at Fatehpur. Well done!

*SPORTS COLOURS*

The following were awarded Basketball Colours:

Half Colours: Dhruv Singh, Shaleen Chikara, Yadavalli Venkat Aditya, Ashwin Bhaskar, Ayyappa Vemulkar (re-awarded)

The following were awarded Swimming Colours:

Half Colours: Angad Bawa, Surya Deo, Vishesh Kochhar, Aaditya Vardhan Bishnoi, Abhimanyu Chandra (re-awarded)

*CHECKMATE*

In the Chess Gala held on October 27, the winners were:

Staff vs. Students: Saurav Mediratta
Senior Chess STA vs. Junior Chess STA: Aakash Jain

*SAVING LIVES*

The following boys have passed the St. John's First Aid Examination, 2007:

Gold: Eeshaan Puri, Gaurav Sood, Sharad Gopal, Jaspreet Singh, Shaleen Chikara, Hamzah Iqbal, Ankur Saxena, Abhaas Shah, Madhav Bahadur

Congratulations!

*RANG DE*

Art Colours were awarded to Shashank Mittal, Tanuj Bharamar, Vivana Rai, and Vishnuakunt Pitty. Kudos!

*APPOINTMENTS GALORE*

Vishnuakunt Pitty has been appointed Secretary of the Library Council for the forthcoming year. Ankur Saxena and Siddharth Kapur have been appointed boys-in-charge of the Stage Committee for the forthcoming year. Anindya Vasudev has been appointed boy-in-charge of English Drama for the forthcoming year. We wish them a fruitful year.

*INTER-HOUSE TENNIS*

The following are the results of the Inter-House Tennis Competition:

Junior Cup: 1st: Oberoi House, 2nd: Kashmir House, 3rd: Hyderabad and Tata House, 5th: Jaipur House

Senior Cup: 1st: Oberoi House, 2nd: Kashmir House, 3rd: Hyderabad and Tata House, 4th: Tata House, 5th: Jaipur House

*SERVING SOCIETY*

Ramakrishna Pappu and Surya Deo, escorted by MCJ, represented the School in the 'Citizens Learning and Action Programme', held at The Sanskriti School, Delhi. They won a cash prize of five thousand rupees, which they have contributed to the social service project at Fatehpur. Well done!

*IAYPC AWARDS*

The International Award for Young People was awarded to the following:

Gold: Rituraj Raizada, Rohit Khandelwal, Suhas Khullar, Vivian Rai
Silver: Yojit Mehra, Rahul Rai Puri, Siddharth Kapur, Ankur Saxena and Divijinder Obrooi
Bronze: Nilesh Aggarwal, Shivam Aggarwal, Shivam Katyal, Tarang Khurana, Devvrat Pari, Nikhil Narain, Vatsal Aggarwal
Q&A

Bharat Ganju reports on the Inter-House Quiz Competition held on Saturday, October 27 in the Multi-Purpose Hall

Quizning in School has gradually become quite popular over the years, despite groans heard during the G.K. paper in the Trials. This is, probably, because of our School’s success in recent years as well as quizzes becoming much more interactive, with chocolates being awarded to members of the audience when they answer their questions correctly.

After a draw for table numbers, the participants were found sitting nervously in their seats. The students were cheering for their respective Houses and the projector had been checked for the last and final time. The stage was set after question after question (the insufferable know-it-all) had been answered. The students were found sitting nervously in their seats. The students were cheering for their respective Houses and the projector had been checked for the last and final time. The stage was set.

The first correct entry before breakfast ends will get a treat!

The quiz started with a bang and every House opened its account early on. All teams fared almost equally in the first few rounds, though Hyderabad House gained an early lead. Hyderabad House’s lead didn’t last long though. Tata and Kashmir surpassed them with ease, answering question after question (the insufferable know-it-all you might say).

The buzzer round invariably becomes the decider of the outcome of any quiz and is, unquestionably, the most exciting of them all. It can turn the tables within a span of two minutes and for this reason, a participant has to keep his cool. After just five questions, Tata and Kashmir were tied for the first position.

In the end, it was down to a tie-breaker: one question to decide the winner. Before the quizmaster, JNX, could read out the whole question, it was Ashish Mitter, from Kashmir House, who blurted out the answer almost instinctively, helping his team clinch a nail-biting victory. The deafening cries of “Oh yeah, Kashmir!” enveloped the MPH. The boy blurted out the answer almost instinctively, helping his team clinch a nail-biting victory. The deafening cries of “Oh yeah, Kashmir!” enveloped the MPH. The boy was probably flying high when he was quoted saying, “I have got my family back,” everyone did lend him their ears whence he spoke. He is also the new host of the TV serial Janta ki Adalat. A member of the House of Steel appears to be in dire need of a shave all the time. It is also alleged that a certain someone’s study there is still a great need for venting our wonder at certain things, here goes...

Roving Eye

Ch.Ed, COP, Ed, and S.Eds

Having been dormant for a very long time, the poison pen is now overflowing with ink, and since there is still a great need for venting our wonder at certain things, here goes...

It is alleged that in the aspiration of winning a Doscarr, the ‘Mayo’s boy’ set a new world record for the longest computer session with a staggering twenty-three-and-a-half hours a day to his name. Unfortunately, he dozed off for the rest of the day. His absence was felt by some, even though he was always found to be in a nearby corner. The Resurrection, a film he produced, has been nominated for the ‘Hairy Scary’ Award, 2007, among many, including a certain bhakat foota who would die with the slightest exertion, were killed by its horrifying effects. It was only later that sources revealed director Gore Verbinski’s intention to sue the filmmakers for ‘wholesale lifting’ of ideas and effects. The School is still clouded by worries of plagiarism. Only recently, the Weekly was left red-faced when it published a prayer, which was, supposedly, ‘compiled’ and not ‘authorised’ by one of our students.

It is true that when we do read books (for those of us who really do), we are forced to examine the similarities that are shared by the characters and situations of the book to those in real life. J.K. Rowling’s Harry Potter series is often compared to Chandbagh. For one, we and the young wizards, both have to move from one teacher’s classroom to another, but the real similarity is in the Room of Requirement. Apparently, the CR of the House adjoining the House that is deemed trendsetters of cheapness, is the real Room of Requirement for students’ nefarious epistolary activities, not to mention other things. Also in the news was a member of the House of Eagles, who was probably flying high when he was quoted saying, “I have got my family back, I have got my House back,” everyone did lend him their ears whence he spoke. He is also the new host of the TV serial Janta ki Adalat. A member of the House of Steel appears to be in dire need of a shave all the time. It is also alleged that a certain someone’s study there is a secret tunnel; a passageway to the House of Steel appears to be in dire need of a shave all the time. It is also alleged that a certain someone’s study there is a secret tunnel; a passageway to the House of India.

For one, we and the young wizards, both have to move from one teacher’s classroom to another, but the real similarity is in the Room of Requirement. Apparently, the CR of the House adjoining the House that is deemed trendsetters of cheapness, is the real Room of Requirement for students’ nefarious epistolary activities, not to mention other things. Also in the news was a member of the House of Eagles, who was probably flying high when he was quoted saying, “I have got my family back, I have got my House back,” everyone did lend him their ears whence he spoke. He is also the new host of the TV serial Janta ki Adalat. A member of the House of Steel appears to be in dire need of a shave all the time. It is also alleged that a certain someone’s study there is a secret tunnel; a passageway to the House of India.

Wordsearch

Find the names of fifteen soccer stars which are hidden in this wordsearch.

The first correct entry before breakfast ends will get a treat!
(contd. from page 3)
told to be grateful for what we were about to receive. Well, a 50m breaststroke did not seem to hinder the boy-in-charge-of-this-and-that-and-all-of-that’s chances to be awarded the blazing blue colour when he was recently honoured with the same.

Things are changing, as is the weather. We cannot promise to be as pleasant as the latter, but we will try. Our prefects are probably not very tyrannical now, and as opposed to the ‘good old days’, we enjoy a better senior-junior rapport. At least we like to think that way. Or maybe they are distracted by personal whims and fancies. It seems to be fitting to conclude on a changing note, lest there is too much of a change in our cheerful disposition and decently proportionate faces. So, it’s adios until next time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Opinion Poll</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Do you take the questions of the Opinion Poll seriously?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes 43%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Next Week’s Question: Do you think that subject choices in the S and Sc forms should be determined by your ICSE result?

Vote Analysis
This opinion poll is, in itself, contradictory; if you really do not take the Opinion Poll of the Weekly seriously, then there is no real guarantee that you would have taken this one seriously. But, that would leave us with no answers. Therefore, we assume that this Opinion Poll was taken seriously. It was felt that the questions are, for the most part, irrelevant to school issues. The reason for taking the questions seriously was that people were conscious of their right to express views in an open forum; they wanted to voice their opinion and used the Opinion Poll as a medium to do so. Another argument that was posited for not taking the Opinion Poll seriously was that no real action was taken subsequently to its result. Some also felt that members of our community were not frank in their opinion. They like to ‘move with the current’ and vote in the same way as the majority does in many cases, as a result of which these polls are not reflective of a true opinion. As members on the Editorial Board of The Doon School Weekly, our endeavour will be to field school-oriented questions at you so that opinions on school-related matters are accurately reflected. A complaint that is consistently heard is that everyone is not asked the questions by our correspondents. We, at the Weekly, will do our best to solve this problem, but, to a great extent, this problem also stems because of lack of cooperation. We urge you to cooperate with our correspondents when they conduct the polls.

OVERTURNING POWER
Vivek Santayana

There I was, standing in line, waiting for someone to hurry up before the ticketing counter closed for lunch. I was growing impatient. It almost felt like a line which grew from the front rather than the back. But I was helpless. I had to get to Puri at all costs. It was either that or missing seeing my grandfather one last time. He is ninety-five years old. The doctor says he is not going to last much longer. Howrah station seemed to be just as chaotic as ever. A tenth of the city, condensed into a railway station of ‘n’ square meters with odd smells filling every square inch of the place and loud noises reverberating in an eternal competition to drown out the noise of the crowd. Did any of them know that my grandfather was on his deathbed?

My father had gone on ahead of me. Being the eldest son, he had to be there early. I had flown in from Canada shortly after. The feeling of alienation was like being on a boat in a calm lake. It was not the benign calm which was mostly responsible for a clear stream of thought, but that calm which seemed to make time stand still. The one which made you feel that when you throw a stone into the waters, the surface would not break. Or even worse, the stone would just be stationary, in the air, just where your hand had left it. You try to put your hand into the water, but you cannot reach it. After a heated negotiation with a surly clerk, I rolled my suitcase on towards the platform.

I didn’t know what to do. I counted the seconds go by as the time of my departure drew nearer. I was eventually caught in another timeless drift. I stared at the infinite nothingness of the world around me. The physical world faded out of my mind once again. I seemed to be very prone to these lateral drifts. This is probably because my mind doesn’t have that rush to toward ritual thought any more. I seem to be running on an unknown emotion, partially like blankness, to my grandfather’s impending demise. Just then, some words struck me: ‘Dada, apnar purse.’ As reality once again materialized, I found a beggar crawling up to me. He had a wallet in his hand. He said that I had dropped it at the ticketing counter. He had come to return the wallet. I took it and with my free hand, gave him a tight blow across his face. I shouted for the guards and said that he was a pickpocket. I was already in a bad mood, but now this made things worse. He began pleading. I felt pleasure in watching him get a beating from the guards. A crowd gathered, and his cries were muffled by the hubbub.

On the train, I needed some water. I waited for the peddlars to come by. One man did come by selling water at fifteen rupees per bottle. I asked for two. I then counted the money I had in my wallet. When I reached Puri, I wondered whether it was worth beating up a cripple for a hundred rupees...
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पहले हमने बताया कि इस संन्दर्भ में कोई ऐसा अनुभव नहीं है जिसे हमारे समकक्षों का प्रश्न नहीं कर सकता है। इसके बावजूद हमने देखा कि इस समस्या में कभी-कभी ऐसी गलतियां होती हैं जिसके बावजूद हम उसे नकारते हैं।

एक और स्पष्ट कहना दर्शाता है कि हम इस स्थिति में कैसे काम करते हैं। स्पष्ट बात है कि हमारे संस्करण में कुछ नये रूपों हो सकते हैं जिनके बावजूद हम उसे नकारते हैं।

लिखा जाता है कि हम इस स्थिति में कैसे काम करते हैं। स्पष्ट बात है कि हमारे संस्करण में कुछ नये रूपों हो सकते हैं जिनके बावजूद हम उसे नकारते हैं।
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The entire point of the trip was, probably, to be able to interact effectively with people from other parts of the world. In that, the pre-conference tour proved to be worthwhile. It didn’t take us Doscos much time to befriend the students from Appleby College, Canada and The Regent’s School, Thailand. Let us not haggle all the credit for being social animals, because, it has to be said, all the students were very friendly and easy to get along with. On the last day of the pre-conference tour, which basically served the purpose of making acquaintances before the conference itself, we were, I dare say, a bit regretful about the prospect of not being able to talk to each other during the conference. Over sixty schools were supposed to be participating, and with that kind of student strength, we didn’t think that it would be possible to talk to each other again. We could not have been more wrong. After days of trekking and walking to visit waterfalls, temples and memorials, and a little bit of shopping as well, we arrived at Daly College, Indore, and were impressed by the beauty of their campus. The Main Building, especially, caught our eye. It is an old palace that has evidently been maintained well by the school authorities.

Despite a six-hour delay in the train journey, we managed to reach just on time for the Welcoming Ceremony. The school put up a great musical performance for the delegates and then delivered a short presentation featuring the brides of various religions in India. Its objective was to highlight the unity in diversity of India. The Opening Ceremony of the Round Square Conference was to be held the next morning. We were informed the night before that one representative from each delegation was to act as the school’s flag-bearer. The Doon School flag was held high by Saurav Sethia. The patron of the Round Square, H.M. King Constantine and the Chairman, Mr. Fraser, introduced the theme: ‘Vasudhaiva Kutumbakam’, which, more or less, translates to ‘The World is One Family’.

The first keynote speaker, Mr. Montek Singh Ahluwalia, spoke on how the world can, from the economic perspective, be one family. His speech was delivered with the assurance of an expert in his field. His substance defined his style and he spoke eloquently on topics ranging from globalisation to the real unit that is a family. Later, we were divided into Barazzas. The delegates are divided into certain groups and it is in these groups that they discuss the matters touched upon by the keynote speaker of each day. Although we are not competent to comment on other Barazzas, since we could not attend them all, we can definitely say that ours was very interactive. Later that evening, the Annual General Meeting was held, during which various programmes and activities undertaken by Round Square were discussed and all the major topics such as the appointment of full member Round Square schools were voted upon. The Ashbury School, The Lawrence School, and the Scindia Kanya Vidyalaya were voted in as full members of the Round Square.

The following day was the adventure day. We were sent to various places of special interest. Arriving late in the evening, we practised our dance and music pieces for the multicultural evening to be held the next day. On Dussehra morning, our second keynote speakers, Dr. R.S. Chunandan and Ms. Iona Gruisen spoke to us on environmental issues such as Global Warming and Project Tiger and how the world must unite as one family to tackle these issues of concern. After the talk, we, once again, broke off into our respective Barazzas to discuss the speech. Immediately after the Barazza was our first Riika. A Riika is a meeting of all student representatives. Our first Riika was addressed by Mr. Manpreet Singh Badal, an Old Boy, currently the finance minister of Punjab. He spoke ardently and compassionately on poverty and how it should be tackled. Later that day, all the schools performed at the multicultural evening. Four of us joined the Vivek High School for a Bhangra performance, while Rishiraj and Kushagra stole the show with their scintillating duet, which they had composed themselves. After the performance, everyone moved to the grounds, in celebration of Dussehra, followed by the mandatory burning of the effigy of Ravana.

The service day was to follow. We were all given specific tasks, such as working in the fields that would exemplify the Round Square’s pillar of service to the society. As delegates, we are expected to uphold all the six pillars of Round Square, which are: internationalism, democracy, environmentalism, adventure, leadership, and service. That evening, a fair was inaugurated. All money raised at the fair was to be contributed to the Prince Alexander Fund for Round Square International Service projects. That night, we were invited for dinner by Mr. Bhandari, an Old Boy of Tata House of the batch of 1969.

The final day of the conference started with the third keynote speaker Smt. Jaya Rao, who spoke about spirituality and how it unites the world. She spoke eloquently, and received a standing ovation. The usual Barazzas then followed. The last Riika was next, where schools were given the opportunity to speak about Round Square activities in their schools for one or two minutes. The closing ceremony followed and it consisted of the conference statement and another flag-bearing ceremony. H. M. King Constantine declared the conference closed. The final item on the agenda was the handing over of the Round Square flag to next year’s host of the conference: Collingwood and Glen Norfolk, Canada. That night, there was a performance by the band Indian Ocean, to whose music we danced. Before our farewell the next day, we made a trip to Treasure Island, Indore’s only mall. We left the same evening with a newly-awakened social conscience and many fond memories to cherish.

IDEALS

Varun Agarwal and Mayapati Tiwari recount their participation in the Round Square Conference held at Daly College, Indore
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SCORING HOOPS
Samaay Mangalgiri and Shaleen Chikara recount the School Basketball team’s exploits at the IPSC Basketball Tournament

Twelve of us and our master-in-charge, Mr. John Xavier, left the school in two cars for Haridwar, from where we boarded the overnight train to Gotan, Rajasthan, for the IPSC Basketball tournament to be held at LKSEC.

We reached Gotan at three. It was extremely hot and dusty, as we had expected it to be. We reached the school and after a lunch in their air-conditioned Mess, we moved to our rooms. After a short practice session at five in the evening and a walk around the school, we moved for dinner. While we were at this, JNX had picked a good pool for us. We were placed with Military School (Dholpur), Sainik School (Nagrotta), Punjab Public School (Nabha), Mann Public School (Delhi) and Scindia School (Gwalior).

At half-past ten on the first night, we were told that we would be meeting Scindia School at six in the morning. We started our campaign against Scindia with a 1-2-1-1 defence that remained impenetrable throughout and few coaches could understand it. The start was a bit shaky, as everyone was not accustomed to the rubber ball that was given to us, but we soon found our rhythm and went on to beat them 64-32.

In the evening, we played Mann Public School (Delhi). Although we were a little disappointed by the decisions of the referee, I think we took it sportingly. We suffered our first jolt with three injuries: that of Samaay, who was pushed into the referee, I think we took it sportingly. We suffered our first jolt with three injuries: that of Samaay, who was pushed into a pole, then Shaleen and Ayyappa, who did not fare too well either. Despite that, we beat them 52-27.

We picked up momentum and beat Punjab Public School, Nabha, 54-15 in the morning and Sainik School, Nagrotta, 49-17. The next morning, we played our last pool match against Military School, Dholpur and won 43-27. Our performance looked good already!

We had topped our pool and were to play The Lawrence School, Lovedale, who had lost by just two points to DPS, Mathura Road. We played a tough match, which we won by one point. Samaay’s timely entry in the nick of time resulted in two three-pointers and Ayyappa’s solid defence saw us through to the semi-final round.

Next morning, we played Modern School, New Delhi, in which Samaay’s performance was outstanding. Dhruv Singh chipped in with two crucial three-pointers. We were leading 15-3 in the first quarter, but later we squandered away this lead. We managed to win 47-42. Eshaan put up a solid defence and stopped many a shot and collected innumerable rebounds. Everyone, including us, was surprised, shocked to see us into the finals, beating formidable teams like The Lawrence School and Modern. In the other semi-final match, MNSS, Rai beat DPS to meet us in the finals.

The finals were to be played at three o’clock in the sweltering heat. No one, except JNX and a few others, thought that we had much of a chance. Even we, for that matter, could not believe that we were beating MNSS by one point at the end of the first quarter. Although we fought hard, we were at one time down by seven points. But this time, Rahul Bis’s confident three-pointers and Pranav Kapur’s fast breaks and defence gave us hope. Pranav scored two equalizing free throws in under a minute. Then, Shaleen scored one basket with no more than ten seconds to go. We were leading 45-43. All their desperate attempts thwarted, they made one last attempt after a time out, with six seconds to go, but they were too late. The final whistle blew, and the so-called underdogs had won! we had won! It was the first win for us this season and the first ever IPSC Gold for the School.

* * * *

CLAP Your Hands
Ramakrishna Pappu reports on a workshop to create social awareness held recently in Delhi

An innovative and much-needed workshop-cum-interactive-session called CLAP (Citizens Learning and Action Programme) was organised by the Sanskriti School, Delhi. The four day event was aimed at bringing together young adults who are the so-called ‘change makers of society.’ Surya Narayan Deo and I were selected to represent our school’s initiatives in developing Faizpur.

The event was organised by Prarah, an NGO which works with the Ford Foundation. Escorted by MCJ, we eagerly left for Delhi after an especially tedious and prolonged test week.

There were twenty-two participants from all over the country, though the majority were from the North. The students were working for a number of different causes – against farmer suicides, protecting monuments, teaching children in the slums, and creating awareness about the RTI.

The first two days comprised the ice-breaking sessions and general discussions on various issues. The highlight of the entire workshop was the street play we performed in Sarojini Nagar Market. The entire experience of developing the play, from the music to the props was simply amazing. The actual performance in the evening in the packed and crowded market just added to the experience. The theme of the street play was synonymous with that of the workshop, that the youth can make a change. Making and brandishing the placards, coming up with catchy slogans and shouting at the top of our voices in an already cacophonous market was an experience as new and provoking as it was enriching.

Other visits included one to the Salwan Public School and Developmental Alternatives (an NGO) who work in conserving the environment, especially in replanting trees on the Delhi ridge. After the saplings are planted, a lot of water is required to maintain and take care of the trees. An innovative method of getting a continual water supply is getting students to celebrate their birthdays on the ridge where they donate cans of water for the plants.

Towards the end, we were felicitated for our efforts and the work we have been doing in Fatehpur. A mega-event was organised at Bal Bhavan in ITO where the media were called in to publicly recognise our endeavours. Our public-speaking abilities were tested to the fullest when we had to speak impromptu on a number of occasions to varied audiences in both English and Hindi.

There were a couple of points, though, where we felt things could have been done differently. The schedule was quite tight and almost always cut into our breaks. It even extended to midnight on most occasions. We hardly got to learn from others’ experiences and problems. Though the workshop was conducted well and we learnt a lot, much more could be done.

On the whole, the programme was interactive and interesting. It was heartening to see that there were so many youngsters who wanted to do their bit to contribute positively to society.
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The Mother of Morality?

Abhaas Shah

Something which has always made my mind boggle is the concept of fear – not what it embodies or means, but the attitude that one should have towards it.

The concept of fear – not what it embodies or means, but the attitude that one should have towards it. Do we fear what others think of us? If you have read Gone with the Wind, an epic novel by Margaret Mitchell, you must have identified with the situation that Scarlett O’Hara lands up in after she was无所畏惧，because we fear the consequences. However, when I launch myself into this line of thought, there is always this barrier which suddenly blocks my path and confronts me, “How far can you go with this motto? How many authorities will you defy just because you feel that you are justified in doing what you want to? Don’t you care about your reputation among elders, about society and the repercussions?”

All that I can mumble after this is, “Why should I care about what others think of me?” If you have read Gone with the Wind, you must have identified with the situation that Scarlett O’Hara lands up in simply because she is genuine, bold and ambitious, and has a better sense of business than most men, something that was considered highly improper in those times. Scarlett goes through so much due to the war conditions that she fears nothing, but when she has regained her financial status, she is amazed to find that society has rejected her and she remains an outcast. Was she wrong, then, to be fearless?

To ask another profound and done-to-death question: “Are the means justified by the ends?” Can a person do the ‘wrong thing for the right reasons’ and yet be accepted in society? Unless you make the rules, you can’t break them.

At school, we undergo a major change in personality, not only because of the environment of a boarding school, but because we end our teenage life here. Should senior students, who can claim to have some understanding of the world and a bit of maturity, blindly accept rules and tell, “Hey, listen, the competition was better than what we expected for this year’s competition.”

On behalf of all the vegetarians in school (who seem to have paneer coming out of their ears), I would like to expose our plight. The CDH seems to define a vegetarian diet to consist only of paneer.

Whatever the non-vegetarians get – be it mutton, chicken, fish, seekh kebab – the vegetarians always get paneer, no matter what. The proposal to make available other vegetables (of which a list was also provided) has done several rounds of the Mess Committee, but does not seem to meet with success, perhaps because paneer is the cheapest and most easily made vegetable (although everyone knows that it is not a vegetable).

Change of nutri-paneer to nutri-capsicum-matar has been a bit successful and most of the vegetarians would like to have a change in most of all the rubber-paneer dishes also.

| Viewpoint |
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Panee Problems

On behalf of all the vegetarians in school (who seem to have paneer coming out of their ears), I would like to expose our plight. The CDH seems to define a vegetarian diet to consist only of paneer.

Whatever the non-vegetarians get – be it mutton, chicken, fish, seekh kebab – the vegetarians always get paneer, no matter what. The proposal to make available other vegetables (of which a list was also provided) has done several rounds of the Mess Committee, but does not seem to meet with success, perhaps because paneer is the cheapest and most easily made vegetable (although everyone knows that it is not a vegetable).

Change of nutri-paneer to nutri-capsicum-matar has been a bit successful and most of the vegetarians would like to have a change in most of all the rubber-paneer dishes also.

On a serious note, again, the non-vegetarians take paneer shares from bowls for variety and as paneer is limited, while mutton is not, the vegetarians have to go hungry. The Catch-22 situation is that even though they hate paneer, they have to eat it because they will have to go hungry the rest of the day or the night, as the case may be.

I just want to plead with the CDH to put some more thought into the vegetarian diet and try to introduce some variety into it.

(Madhav Bahadur)

* * * * *

Hyderabad House said, “Although our athletes tried their best, it wasn’t good enough, with marching being a severe let-down.” Even though the Nizams didn’t fare well, they displayed immense sportsmanship and really were gentlemanly in their attitude.

The ever-soaring Eagles, headed by their Captains, Usman Ghani Khan and Anant Jangwal, did well in many events, particularly in the mediums’ category. When asked what he thought of this year’s competition, Usman Ghani Khan told us, “The competition was a true test of our speed, strength and endurance. Despite the fact that we were placed fourth, it would not be incorrect to say that we put in our best.”

The Chinars, who were a force to be reckoned with from the start, performed remarkably well, winning the Junior cup. Tanuj Bhramar’s views on the Athletics meet: “The competition was better than what we expected for both Captains and athletes. It was good to see them training for their respective events. At the end of the day, it was too fast, too furious.”

Oberoi House won the marching segment. They were placed second overall, while Dilshad Singh (of Oberoi House) bagged the award for the Best Athlete.

In the lead were the mighty Warriors. Their victory was due to the consistently good performance of their athletes.

Aryaman Sengar remarked, “T House has done well this year, and I attribute our success to the effort put in by all our athletes. They honed their individual talents and made us win the Cup.”
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Actions Justified?
Kanishka Malik

In this world of winning and losing,
One never has time to react,
Neither does one have the time to adapt,
So I guess, that’s why people act.
No matter what, their falsity has completely shocked me,
And left me lonely,
As now there is no one who is trustworthy.
No one! Even the friendliest one
Turned out to be a complete Judas.
This has left me baffled.
Not only I, it happens everywhere:
They stick like glue
With many of you.
On the streets, in the shops,
In business with the tops,
In school with the teachers.
In politics with the speakers,
In churches with the preachers,
And once when all the gold is drained out,
Like a Ferrari from the pitstop, they will move out.
If ever asked for help, they will say
What have you done for me till today?
If they fail while racing out,
They will come back like children, lost.
But if they are ever caught trying to cheat,
It is that horrible word they will try to repeat: sorry.
Why do people act?
Is it their power that they try to show?
Or is it some secret that they want to know?
In one’s glory, they will kneel down,
At the other’s need, they will frown.
They lie till they get what they want,
Then it is you who they will taunt.
There is just one thing to conclude,
It is these people in your life who you must not include.

The Eternal Clock
Angad Singh

The ticking started from the bang.
It will tick till the last second of the last man.
The only eternal witness of eternity
the scale of historians.
It has always been, and has been man’s dream,
Of leaping back and forth
on its stream.
Which at times is a rapid,
And then it just meanders
All of course in a conjured up
World of feelings.
It has a measured gait,
Because time is never late.

The Time Has Come
Vikram Aditya Chaudhri

Sitting here,
the world whizzes by.
Nothing is the same.
Creeping in, the fear,
In choosing the truth or lie.
Soon enough the time came.
Heart throbbing,
Sitting completely brain-dead.
Nothing is the same.
Hands trembling,
Nothing going in my head.
Soon enough the time came.
Down the drain,
Goes all the hard work ever done.
Nothing is the same.
Down despondency lane,
This is the end of all possible fun.
Soon enough, the time came.
Standing there,
Knees like jelly.
Nothing is the same.
The truth’s here in one, slow, loud beat.
Soon enough the time came.

A Visit to the Past
Revant Nayar

At the tender age of five, on my first visit to the museum,
I spot an artefact of awe-inspiring intricacy and splendour,
Looming above me, in its magnificent abode of gold,
Its leprous hide adorned with vivid green,
It beckons me, captivates me.
It is then, when grandpa, with a nostalgic smile,
And wistful eyes, tells me,
That it is a long-lost treasure of the past,
The last of its kind, a tree.
With increasing wonder I learn,
That a hundred years ago, in the 21st century,
This creature had pervaded the earth.
With an air of remembrance, grandpa speaks,
Of the times when oxygen cylinders
Were meant solely for astronauts.
Of the times when nature and wildlife
Had not yet perished
Through man’s ignorance and greed.
Of the times when calamity had not yet
Stripped Mother Earth
Of her former glory.
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